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 CAROL RADCLIFFE BOLON

 THE MAHAKUTA PILLAR AND ITS TEMPLES

 The association of an elegant pillar (fig. i), inscribed with a date corresponding to 602 A.D.,
 with the Mah.kuteivara Temple (fig. 2) at the Early Western Chalukya site of Mah.kuta (Bijapur District, Karnataka) has been generally presumed on the basis of the similar name of

 the god, Makute~varanitha (Siva, Lord of the Mountain Crest) to whom the pillar records an
 increased land endowment, and because it was found lying nearby this temple., Around 19zo
 the pillar was moved to the Bijapur Archaeological Museum.2

 The question of this association is important. If it could be proven correct we would know

 that temple architecture had become rather sophisticated as early as 602 A.D., and the Mahi-
 kuteivara Temple would be among the earliest dated temples known in South India.

 Some are not comfortable dating the temple before 602 A.D., however. Michell suggests
 that the pillar may have been associated with an earlier building standing on the location of
 the Mahakutegvara Temple since the latter seems to him architecturally to belong to the end
 of the seventh century.3 Cousens thought that the Mahakuteivara Temple must have been
 built before the pillar since the inscription does not mention the erection of a temple. He
 believed that such a fine, fluted pillar would not have stood before a meaner temple which may

 have preceded this one, and therefore that this temple was built under Pulikegin.4 What follows
 is a re-examination of the pillar and temple relationship.

 The carving of the pillar is excellent and the proportions are truly elegant. The stone is a
 fine-grained, deep red sandstone. The shaft has no base moulding and has sixteen facets. It is

 sixty-nine inches round at the base, fourteen and a half feet tall with sixteen lines of inscrip-

 tion, which reads winding up from the base, in Sanskrit, written in old Kannada script. It is
 topped by a deeply ribbed dmalaka one foot, eight and a half inches tall. On top of the dmalaka

 is a rectangular box with lotus palmette corners and a flower decoration in the sides (fig. 3).

 For a list of those who have expressed this opinion refer to G. Michell, "Dating the Mahakfxtegvara Temple at Maha-
 kuta," Oriental Art 21/3 (1975), note 2, p.251.

 2-A Mahakuta Trustee told me he saw the pillar lying just outside the east gate and a few feet to the south before it was

 moved to Bijapur. This clarifies the confused directions reported by Fleet (Indian Antiquary io [i88o], p. ioz, and i9
 [189o], p. 7-8). Tarr's hypothetical association of the pillar with the Bananti Temple, based on the idea that the pillar
 had actually been found near it, outside the southeast gate, may be dismissed. (Tarr, "The Architecture of the Early

 Western Chalukyas," University Microfilm Ph.D. dissertation, U.C.L.A., 1969, p.87).
 3Michell, p. 242-25 1.
 4H. Cousens, The Chilukyan Architecture of the Kanarese Districts. (A. S.L, n. i. s. 42, Calcutta, I926), p. 5 2. Pulikedin ruled

 c. 543-566/7 A.D. For spelling of Pulikegin see Fleet, Indian Antiquary 19, p. 14, note 9; for spelling of Chalukya, p. 13.
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 Something was morticed into the top, possibly the abstract relief lotus (fig.4) symbolic of Sri,
 Goddess of Fortune, now loose in the Makuta compound.

 The inscription gives the Chalukya lineage record with standard epithets, an account of
 victorious wars, and then continues:s

 Lines 11-12: And he [Madgale'a], having set his heart on the conquest of the northern

 region and having conquered [the Kalachfiri King] Buddhardja, having confiscated [Buddha-
 rdija's] wealth, was eager to set up a pillar [symbolic] of his power on the bank of the
 Bhdgirathi [Ganges]; having decided that first, indeed, there should be erected a pillar of the
 victorious power of religion, he called on the royal lady named DurlabhadEvi, his own
 father's wife [his stepmother], who is fit worthy to follow his lead in the matter, who, like

 Damayanti, was a most devoted wife, who was the ornament of the Batpara family, and whose
 body had been purified by benefit of a variety of religious actions and informed her of this
 assignment of authority [saying]:

 Line 13: "The wealth of the Kalachairi [Dynasty] has been expended in the idol procession
 of the temple of our own god [Visnu]; and [therefore] this property, which at their own
 [Saiva] idol procession was assigned by our father [Pulike'in] and elder brother [Kittivarman]

 to [the god] Makuteivarandtha is supplemented by [bestowing] the enjoyment of the ten vil-

 lages headed by Sriambataka [Kendur, Pattadakal, Nandikesvara, ...]."
 Line 14 gives the date of the grant in Mafigale'a's fifth year of rule, Saka Satilvat 524, on a

 day corresponding to Thursday, April 12, 602 A.D. The inscription closes with the standard
 warning about breach of the grant provision.

 The cryptic language of the inscription can only be understood within the historical con-
 text. It seems to have been a regular practice of the Chalukya kings to make political alliances

 by marriage, and it seems their wives were Saiva. Although the early kings were Vaisnava,

 they tolerated other sects and religions, as is evident from the excavation of Saiva, Vaisnava,
 Jain, and possibly Buddhist caves at Bidimi, the capital, within a few years of one another.

 It seems that Mafigaleia took the Kalachairi booty and spent it on Vaisnava ceremonies at
 Bidimi. To be equitable he made a bequest, co-sponsored by his Saivite stepmother, Dur-
 labhadEvi, of revenues from land of ten villages to the god Makuteivarandtha Siva, as a supple-

 ment to the earlier assignment of "this property" to the same god by Pulikesin and Kirtivar-
 man. "This property" may refer to the land upon which the pillar was erected, and thereabout.

 The pillar was intended to commemorate his act of piety-the grant of land---for which the
 grantor would "enjoy happiness in heaven for 6oooo years."6

 It is significant to note that the pillar inscription does not mention erection of a temple.
 Rather it mentions a supplemental land endowment to that previously made to the god Ma-

 kut~eivaranitha by Maflgaleia's father, Pulikefin, and his half brother, Kirtivarman. The pillar
 itself merely proclaims Mafigaleia's deed. Incidentally it mentions the earlier land grant. This

 initial grant may have been made c. 565-575 or -c. 597 (the end of Kirtivarman's reign) at the
 latest. The inscription does not state whether father or son was king at the time of the first

 grant. We may expect that funds accrued from the initial land grant would have been used to

 s Translation published by J.F.Fleet, Indian Antiquary 19, p. 7-20zo. I accept his translation and only slightly vary on word
 choice. My interpolations, based on my understanding at Chalukya history, are bracketed.

 6 Ibid., p. I8, zo.
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 erect a temple, and that this temple might have been erected on the granted land. The question
 is, was it the well-known Mahdkutegvara Temple?

 A small temple (figs. 5-6) about a quarter mile up the hill from the Makuta compound
 toward Bidimi (fig. 7) is called Hire (elder or ancestral in Kannada) Makutegvarandtha.7 It
 stands below a mountain crest (Makuta) under a cliff. The overhanging cliff was certainly the
 inducement for placing the temple here. It acts as a mountain-likhara for the "flat"-roofed
 temple. The name and the mountain here suggest that this may be the original, old temple,
 built with funds from the land granted by Pulikefin and Kirtivarman. We would readily accept

 its architectural simplicity for a temple built between c. 565-602 A.D. It is a small, windowless

 building which originally had an open porch with four pillars, and a nearly square vimina (front
 fourteen feet wide, side fifteen feet). There is no enclosed sanctum, rather the pitha stood in the

 center of a matndapa-like space between four pillars.8 The broken top portion of apiZtha surrounds
 a liga in the center of the sanctum (fig. 8). The liMga with part of its pi~tha may have been origi-

 nal, or Mahisdsuramardini (fig. 9)-a loose fragment now also inside the temple-may have been

 the sanctum image rather than the lidga. The sanctum pillars are ricaka:'square with curved
 brackets supporting beams which run east-west (temple oriented east). The shafts are relieved

 by two raised bands and semicircles. The doorway has blocked but uncut receding sakhas,
 with no base box or bimbalata. The porch pillars lie nearby (fig. io). They are six sided with

 pot and foliage capital and with the central shaft relieved with lotus semimedallion, foliate
 animal, and pearl swag. The carving of these pillars is done in an archaic manner comparable
 to that of the Early Chalukya caves, that is, cut shallow with rounded outlines and subtle
 undercutting. The exterior walls are plain. The base has upana, broad, uncut gala, and kapota

 with blocked, uncut _si. The kapota is repeated at the top of the wall. The roof is flat over the
 central aisle and sloped over the side aisles. This temple-within-the-mountain, a kind of "struc-

 tural cave," is the logical psychological and architectural intermediate step between cave
 temple and structural temple with likbara.9

 The revenue from the original and supplemental land granted to Makuteivarandtha would
 soon have enriched the treasury.io Over the years the taxes from the land accrued and a new

 temple was financed. The new temple was the Mahdkute'vara in the compound which is
 locally known as Hosa (new in Kannada) Makute'varandtha (fig. z). It was the second temple
 at Makuta dedicated to the god Siva Makutesvarandtha.

 This evidence establishes that the larger or Hosa Makutesvarandtha Temple need not pre-
 date 6oz A.D. It is my belief that the revenues of Makutesvarandtha's land were gathered over

 7The existence of the temple was first mentioned to me by Dr. A. Sundara, Department of Ancient History and Epi-
 graphy, Karnatak University. The name was confirmed by Mahdkuta Trustees, Sri B.M.Horakeri and Sri B.V. Janali.
 Fleet (Indian Antiquary io, p. ioz, note i) mentioned that he was told there was another, older Makuta nearer to Nan-
 dike~vara, but he did not look for it.

 8 Other Early Western Chalukya temples with a hall sanctum are Sandur Pirvati Temple, and Lad Khan, which in my

 opinion was originally planned this way. Percy Brown, Indian Architecture, Buddhist and Hindu, (3rd ed. i971), p. 52-5 3,
 thought that the earliest form of temple in Chalukya country was the mandapa type descended from the santhagara or
 village meeting hall plan of secular building. He thought Lad Khan to be the earliest example of this plan.

 9 Tartakov has mentioned this temple, "The Beginnings of Dravidian Temple Architecture in Stone," Artibus Asiae,
 in press, XLI/4 (1980).

 10 Perhaps the small apsidal Siva Temple at Chikkamakuta was also built with funds gathered from this granted land.

 Thus the name "Little Mountain Crest," although there is no nearby mountain crest at its site about a mile from Makuta.
 It may date c. 625-42.
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 a period of about sixty years (with an interval between 642-654 of disruption due to Pallava

 conquest) during which time the Chalukya kings continued to be Vaisnava. But, after restoring

 Chalukya rule in 654, Vikramiditya I converted to Saivism in 66o.i It was only after this
 important event that major Saiva temples could be built.

 A consideration of sculptural and architectural details, as well as another inscription, indi-
 cates that the construction of the Hosa Makuteivarandtha took place between 681-686. It was

 the first large Giva temple at Makuta. It was built with one of the sixty-eight swayambbiva (na-

 turally occurring) lingas of India as its garbhagrba image.iz The name of the deity is Saubruti,
 Pure Sound or Renowned. The temple remains a major pilgrimage center. It is likely it has
 been in constant worship since the seventh century.

 The Hosa Makutegvaranatha Temple at Makuta is the large, whitewashed building on the

 north side of the compound, facing east (fig. Z). 13 The main compound entrance, which was
 probably built in the ninth century, is in front of the temple, as is an open, four-pillar Nandi

 ma.dapa (fig. i i). The large, intact, couchant Nandi may postdate the temple although it is
 Early Chalukya. The square, cushion capitaled pillars bear erotic couples in three-quarter

 medallions on a band near the base (fig. Iz). The carving of these is very similar to that on

 some Lad Khan porch pillars. The Nandi maynapa is raised on a simple base (upana, gala, kapota),

 has a curved eave and a raised, flat roof. The Nandi may.apa of the nearby Mallikdrjuna Temple is nearly identical except for the absence of pillar carving.

 The temple itself is composed of a porch of four plain, square pillars (now enclosed by a

 modern enlargement), a ma..apa with four massive, uncarved pillars and six pilasters with beams running crosswise (north-south), and an enclosed sdndbdra garbbagrba. The north and
 south walls each have four pierced windows, two in the vimina and two in the maydapa.14

 As for interior carving, there are two lotus ceiling panels in the may.apa as well as one on the
 porch. The may.apa doorway is blocked out, but uncut, with areas for the base box, pilasters,
 -kha-s, and a lintel of single storey shrines. The garbbagrba doorway is carved with ldkhds
 which are (from the outer band): profile leaf pattern, pilaster with a small male figure near its

 base, mitbunas in registers, diamond-bean pattern, ndga body with human bust above the base
 box, and innermost an undulating lotus rhyzome pattern idkbd. The doorway is encrusted with
 paint and nothing certain can be determined stylistically. The bimbalata bears three relief
 forms: two men kneeling making agjali turn toward the center where there may be a lihga or a

 crown for the lifiga in the sanctum. The prastara is a series of two-storey shrines. A modern
 curved frame partially obscures the doorway (fig. I3).

 The doorway base boxes are carved with the river goddesses on their adhanas on the inner side

 with a small attendant holding an umbrella over each head; and the largest figure is a dedrapila

 on the outside holding a lotus (fig. 14). The fact that these are clearly river goddesses on their
 edhanas is evidence that the temple must date to the reign of Vinayiditya (68 -696) at the earliest.

 It was his son, Vijayiditya, who first brought the images of the river goddesses to the Chalukya

 zz The Amuddlapidu copper plate grant records his payment for "Sivamandala dikshA" (Saivite initiation), N.Ramesan,
 ed. Copper Plate Inscriptions in the Andhra Pradesh Government Museum, Hyderabad, 1962, p. 54.

 12 Listed by T. A. Gopinatha Rao, Elements of Hindu Iconography, vol. z, znd ed. (New York, -96 8), p. 8 5.
 1s For the east view before remodelling see Cousens, pl.XXVI.
 14 For a detailed architectural description see Michell.
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 kingdom from the north while he was still crown prince.1s In the Jamalagama copper plate
 grant issued by Vijayiditya in his first regnal year (696/7) he recounts the deeds he performed

 while he was crown prince. Between 68x and 696 he battled in the north and defeated his
 enemies, taking from them a cloth banner bearing Gafigd, Yamuni, and the pot ("Gafigd

 Yamuni p.lidhvaja pada") as well as taking two large drums and rubies and elephants. Fleet read a defective lettering in the Nerur plates which read "pada" which he translated as "token"

 in Sanskrit. All other copies read "patda" which is not Sanskrit, but Prakrit for "pattaa" or

 cloth. "Gafigd Yamun pd.lidhvajapatdaa" would be a cloth banner painted, or perhaps em- broidered, with auspicious images of the river goddesses and the pd.i or pot, purna kumbba,
 which images had been carried into battle by the northern enemy and were captured by Vijayd-

 ditya as a trophy, along with other things.16

 While this is fascinating as a record of how an image type was taken by one king from
 another as a trophy and emblem of overlordship, it also provides a vitally useful dating clue:

 the earliest Early Western Chalukya temples do not bear Ganigi and Yamund. Those which
 do could be placed after 68x judging from all architectural and sculptural evidence.17 The
 presence of Gafigd and Yamun! on the garbhagrha of the Hosa Makutedvaranitha suggests a
 date for the temple of c. 681-696 during Vinayiditya's reign. Other considerations support
 this and narrow the dating.

 The temple's architectural outline is very close to that of the nearby Mallikdrjuna Temple.1S
 Its octagon-to-dome ikhara is identical to that of Mallikdrjuna and similar to Ndgandtha
 Temple's partially preserved likhara, and to elements of that of the Pirvati Temple near Sandur

 (fig.-15). A curved eave with harksamdld below borders the Hosa Makutedvarandtha Temple
 wall. The wall is relieved with corner pilasters and projecting niches with double sets of pi-
 lasters.19 The eight windows are stunted compared to those of Mallikirjuna or Ndganitha
 temples though the patterns are close. These are grilles with lotus relief, cross grilles with
 swastika, and diamond and cross patterns. These windows have a pilaster frame supporting
 an eave with a variety of mini-shrine types or complex ndsi patterns above.7o

 Is Noted by Tarr (Tartakov), "The Architecture ...," p. i2, note 13 in the Rayagad copper plate grant. I find the same
 information repeated in six other plates: Jamalagama of 697, Epigraphia Indica 36; Nerur, 701 and 705/6 and another,

 undated, of Vijaydditya's reign, Indian Antiquary, 9; Kendur of 750, E.I. 9; Vokkaleri of 757, E.L 5.

 16 In this reading I agree with K. Venkatrayacharya, "A Note on P.li dhvaja," Journal of the Institute of Indian Studies,
 (Udupi) vol. i, no. i, May 1978. P.i" is listed as meaning pot by Monier Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary (Oxford, 1899).

 1 Tarr (Tartakov), p. 98, regarding the presence of river goddesses on Baddmi Jambuli Aga temple: "... no Chalukya temple
 before Vijaydditya's reign can be seen to carry the two river goddesses." I think that the emblem of the river goddesses,
 captured while he was prince, would have been immediately presented to his father, the king, and could be expected
 to appear on temples built during his father's reign, 681-696, and thereafter to be, as they are, a constant feature on
 Chalukya temples.

 1s Compared to Hosa Makutesvarandtha, the architecture of the Mallikdrjuna temple is regularized: the windows are not

 truncated, the interior has graceful pillars of the type of Biddmi Jambulin'ga, Ndgandtha and Lad Khan. Both door-
 ways bear Gafigd and Yamund. The interior beams run east-west as is more usual, and are decorated like those of Jam-
 bulin'ga and Ndgandtha temples. It is likely that the treasury of Makutesvarandtha was not exhausted by the construc-
 tion of the Hosa Makutesvarandtha, and another twin was built within ten years. A different sculptor was employed,
 however. He was the same one who carved images of Lad Khan, Ndgandtha and JambuliAga. I would date Lad Khan
 c. 685-90, Mallikdrjuna c. 690-95, Ndgandtha the same, Jambulifiga by inscription 699.

 19 See plan, Michell, Early Western Cdlukyan Temples, (London, 1975), pl. 9.
 20 The culmination of this decorative treatment is the gallery of shrine types displayed over niches of Durga Temple's

 outer pradaksind.
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 Each devakostha has a two-armed Saiva image. The east mandapa wall has two Saiva dvdra-
 pdla, now heavily painted. That on the north side holds a trident in his right hand while the
 left rests on his hip (fig. 16). He has a snake wrapped around his hips, a tied sash, hip-shot
 stance, one disc and one serpent earring, chest band, arm bands, necklace, lobed hairdo, and

 small round halo. He is identical to the unpainted image on the vimina, south side, except
 that the left hand of that image is gone and may have held something rather than resting on

 the hip (fig. -7). The south east side dvdrapdla is sculpturally similar, but with different decorative
 details. He holds a spear in the right hand and a snake in the left. His jatd is jeweled and flow-
 ered. He has a third eye, as do the two described above. The spear he holds, tip pointed down,
 is repeated on the south side vimina image (where it is given a distinctive pronged trident on
 top), the same as on the west, north, and other east images. Every image wears or carries a
 snake. The north image holds a small axe in his right hand and a writhing snake in his left.
 The decorative details are the same as those already described. The modelling of each of these

 images is very pliant and sensuous with flesh folds over the dboti sash, outlined nipples, and
 strong facial features. The single west side image stands samabhafiga holding the same spear-
 trident weapon in his right hand and a snake in his left (fig. 18). His short dhoti is worn tight and

 striated with folds. His ja.td is pointed. The piece is heavily whitewashed, as is that of Ar-
 dhandrrivara on the vimina north side, which also wears a striated dhoti, here tied with a cobra.
 The male half holds the spear-trident right, the female side holds up a lotus to admire (fig. i9).

 Below this image, the only one with specific iconography, is a panel of two ganias, one dancing,
 one holding a snake.

 The last image on the south mandapa wall is unfinished. The style cannot be appreciated, but
 he holds a bowl(?) right and a snake left, crosses his legs, wears two snake earrings, and has the

 crescent moon and kirtimukha in his ja.td.
 Leaving aside the unfinished image, all others seem to be by the same hand, though paint

 and whitewash obscure this fact. Iconographically they are nonspecific except as being Saivite,

 as are those of the Parvati Temple near Sandur, Bellary District, Karnataka. The snake ob-
 session is also present in Sandur's small, two-armed images in low relief, which also have small
 round halos, take similar stances and hold the same type of spear (fig. 20). But, the carving on
 the Hosa Makute'varanatha Temple has more depth and the modelling is more plastic. This
 may represent the development in style of one artist.

 The plinth of the Hosa Makute'varandtha Temple has one more element than Sandur,
 Pirvati Temple, but is otherwise similar (bottom up): upana, rounded kumuda, kapota with ndsi,
 and vedi divided (as at Sandur) by pilaster shaft ends which traverse it. The resulting bands are

 carved with foliate design (as at Sandur). The plinth frieze is at shoulder height and continues

 around the temple, but is unfinished in several parts. Its upper and lower border all around

 is a double-lipped lotus petal design. The gala is tall, providing space for the figures of its narra-

 tive scenes to stand, whereas that of Mallikirjuna Temple is shorter, obliging the figures to sit.

 The subject matter here is Rdmajyan~. The north side has battle scenes. On the west and south

 sides the frieze has fine figures. Some of the scenes represented are the abduction of Sit, sorrow
 of Siti, Rivagna shaking Kailisa, Riva~na offering his ten heads to Siva and Pirvati who are
 seated on couchant Nandi (fig. 2 x), dancers at court or Nataraja, and Siva and Pirvati worship-

 ped by Rivagna and his court (fig. 22). The images are miniatures of the same style as the niche

 2 58
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 Fig. I Makuta pillar,
 now Bijapur Archaeological

 Museum, Karnataka

 Fig. 2 Makuta, Hosa Makute'varandtha Temple,
 Bijapur District, Karnataka, view from southwest

 Fig. 3 Makuta pillar, detail of dmalaka

 Fig. 4 Makuta pillar, detail of
 possible crowning element
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 Fig. 5 Makuta, Hire Makute'varanitha Temple

 Fig. 6 Makuta, Hire Makute'varandtha Temple
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 Fig. 7 Makuta Site Plan (adapted from Cousens Plate 27)
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 Fig. 8 Makuta, Hire Makute'varanitha Temple, interior  Fig. 0 o Makuta,
 Hire Makute'varandtha Temple,

 porch pillar

 Fig. 9 Makuta, Hire Makute'varandtha Temple,
 Mahisisuramardini
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 Fig. I9 Makuta, Hosa Makute'varandtha Temple,
 north vimana niche Ardhanari
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 Fig. IG6 Makuta, Hosa Makute'varandtha Temple,
 east maandapa wall, north side, dvirapla
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 Fig. 20 Sandur, Pdrvati Temple,
 north vimjna niche Siva
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 Fig. 17 Makuta, Hosa Makutesvarandtha Temple,
 south vimina niche Siva
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 Fig. 18 Makuta, Hosa Makuteivarandtha Temple,
 west vimana niche Siva
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 Fig. z21 Makuta, Hosa Makute'varandtha Temple,
 south vimina frieze,

 Rdvana offers his heads to Siva and Pirvati
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 Fig. 22 Makuta, Hosa Makute'varandtha Temple,
 south vimina frieze, Siva and Pdrvati

 adored by Indra (left) and Rdvana (right)
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 mfrti. The undercutting is deep. In one place Siva's leg is fully cut out.' The zest of the figures
 and the composition in the frieze suggest ingenuity.

 The sculpture on Hosa Makute'varanitha Temple is of the highest Early Chalukya quality,

 and has a distinct personality. It bears morphological similarities to Sandur Parvati Temple

 images and details, and to the Makuta Safigameivara Temple images. Although the temples
 are nearly architectural twins, sculpturally the Hosa Makutedvarandtha and Mallikarjuna are
 distinct, the former being more refined.

 The Hosa Makuteivaranitha Temple bears four inscriptions, two of which are Early
 Chalukya. One, on the southeast pillar of the porch, is of Vijayaditya's time (reign 696-733/4)
 recording the gift by the royal concubine, Vinapotigal: a pedestal of rubies and a silver um-

 brella made for the idol, and a grant of a field for its support.22 Another inscription is a grant

 to a guild which Fleet thought paleographically similar to one on Pattadakal, Viripaksa Temple
 and therefore of Vikramiditya II (reign 733/4-745)."3 A tenth century inscription records the

 visit of a king from Cuttack.24 From these we learn that the temple was in worship during the
 eighth and into the tenth century.

 The first Early Chalukya Gaivite king, Vikramaditya, restored the dynasty to power in 654
 and ruled for twenty years after his conversion in 660. During that period he spent much time
 in the eastern area of his kingdom, now Andhra Pradesh. He built a Saiva Temple near Sandur
 between 660-68 I.2s That temple has many features in common with the Hosa Makute'varanitha
 Temple, as noted, but is simpler.

 VinayTiditya, whom I propose as patron of the Hosa Makutedvaranitha Temple, was an
 active prince under his father, Vikramaditya. When he became king he may have employed
 his father's architects and sculptors to work here. The rich gift by the royal concubine was
 given to the temple built by her consort's father.

 One or two villages was the normal imperial grant to a Brahmin or an official. The Makuta

 pillar grant, of at least eleven villages, to the god Makuteivaranitha is very rich. Its land re-
 venues, as they constantly accrued, may have been used to finance the Hire Makute'varanitha

 Temple, the Chikkamakuta apsidal temple, Hosa Makuteivaranitha and Mallikirjuna Temples,
 and possibly other Saiva temples at Makuta. No temple is referred to in the inscription, but

 the two bearing the name of Makutesvaranitha, we feel certain, were built with funds endowed
 to the god as recorded in the Makuta pillar inscription.

 2, There are some damaged, heavily plastered images on the hdra of Hosa Makuteivarandtha which seem to be later plaster
 additions.

 22 Fleet, Indian Antiquary Io, p. I0o3
 2a Fleet, Ibid., p. Io04.
 24 Ibid. This inscription clearly refers to the place as Makuta rather than Mahdkuta.
 s25 It bears no river goddesses. See C.Radcliffe Bolon, "The Pdrvati Temple near Sandur," in press.
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 GLOSSARY OF SANSKRIT WORDS

 aimalaka crowning sikhara ornament in the shape of
 a ribbed, round cushion

 agjali prayerful gesture

 bimbalata figure in the center of the doorway lintel

 devako.sha niche with an image of a god
 dhot! wrapped skirt-like garment

 dvirapila door guardian
 gala a temple base moulding which is a vertical riser,

 sometimes carved with figures or designs

 gata elemental demigods represented as fat dwarfs,

 expressions of Siva

 garbhag.rha temple sanctum

 hathsamdld "garland" of geese
 hara "necklace" of miniature shrines topping the
 temple wall

 jaad hair style
 kapota eave-like, usually upper, curved plinth ele-

 ment

 kirtimukha lion-like mask used as a decorative motif

 linga phallic emblem representing Siva
 mandapa hall
 mithuna amorous couple
 mirti manifest form of the god

 naga a serpent god, symbol of water

 nJsi horseshoe shape design element

 piltha pedestal for an image of god in the sanctum

 pradak.sitpapatha circumambulatory path around the
 garbhagrha

 prastara entablature
 ricaka pillar type with square shaft relieved with

 upper and lower shaft bands and part circles above
 these, sometimes carved

 lYkha vertical door frame band, usually carved

 samabhahga standing without bending

 sndhbdra form of temple plan with ambulatory
 around sanctum

 jikhara temple tower
 upana curved shoulder, lowest plinth element
 vdhana animal conveyance; a tortoise for Yamuni,

 a makara for Gadigi
 vidi uppermost plinth element on some temples

 resembling a fence composed of uprights and cross-
 bars

 vimdna the temple shrine in which is contained the
 sanctum

 268
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